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Review

• Last time

– Measuring Water

Levels

– Water Level

Fluctuations

– Examples

• Fluctuations due to well

tests, ET, recharge,

atms. pressure, earth

tides, river stage, ocean

tides, surface loading,

etc.

Todd, 1980
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Groundwater Simulation

• Today

– Modeling

– Analog Methods

– Numerical Methods

– Computer Models

Visual Modflow
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Imagine you wanted to model the

Albuquerque Basin to study water supply
Suppose we wanted to develop a model

groundwater in the Albuquerque Basin in

order to study the future of water supply.

How would you do this?

Its edible!

http://www.aps.edu/aps/wilson/AlbuquerqueGeology/activities/3d_edible_model.htm

The Albuquerque Public

Schools have a two day

exercise, for students in

grades 6-8, to construct

a model of the basin.

But we’ll need more that

something good to eat … APS

Here is a typical result:

That’s Whitney with her 

yummy cake model 

of the basin. 
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Compete Mathematical Statement

• Geometry and domain

• Governing equation (e.g., the Aquifer Equation).

• Boundary Conditions

– On all boundaries

• Initial Condition

– If the problem is transient

• Values of properties and other parameters

– Within the domain, on the boundary, and for the initial

condition

– Such as values of Ss, K, f, h1, q2, h3, !3 , h0

!1

!2

!3

"
L(h) = f 

h(t=t0) = h0(x,y,z)

Let’s return to the
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Forward Model

!1

!2

!3

"
L(h) = f

h(t=t0)

MODEL

Geometry and domain

Governing equation 

Boundary Conditions

Initial Condition

INPUTS

Values of

Ss, K, f, h1, q2,

h3, !3 , & h0

OUTPUTS

Values of

h(x,y,z,t) & q(x,y,z,t)
within domain;

h(t) on "2 & "3;

q(t) on "1 & "3

How do we solve this mathematical model?
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Solution Methods

Given the inputs (parameters and forcings) and
the conceptual & mathematical models, how do
you solve them to find the outputs?

– Analytical solutions
• Look it up

– In GW literature: e.g., the Theis or Hantush-Jacob well
hydraulics models

– In other literature using homology &/or analogy

• Develop a new solution: e.g., LaPlace Transforms

– Flow nets

– Analog Models (we’ll look at some examples)

• Scale models using a sand box

• Electrical analogs

• Hele-Shaw Analogs

All of these involve lots of simplifications or
assumptions, and often lots of specificity.
Leads to the common use of
– Computer codes and numerical simulations

• Offer flexibility, versatility, portability, etc.

We’ll spend most of our time on these numerical
methods.
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Analog Models: Sand Boxes
Advantages:
• Allow good visualization

• Easy to execute

• Actually uses flow through

  porous media

Disadvantages
• Expensive to construct

• Hard to represent field situations

• Hard to (spatially) scale all processes
eg., permeability and capillary rise

• Not flexible
        eg., field models can only be

              applied to one situation

Applications
• Laboratory research of fundamental

  processes

• Scale models of engineered

  structures (e.g., a flood dike)

• Education

Educational sand tank

Large process sand tanks

VEGAS: U. of Stuttgart

Tissa  Illangasekare, CSM 

Medium size process sand tank

Claire Welty, UMBC

Small size process sand tank

UW 
http://cesep.mines.edu/facilities.htm
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Laboratory sandbox study of downward DNAPL

migration through a heterogeneous saturated zone

www.sandia.gov/Subsurface/factshts/geohydrology/dnapl.pdf 

Glass and Conrad, Flow Visualization Lab, Sandia National Laboratory

Heterogeneous sandpackCaptured & processed image. Numerical simulation

Different colors represent

different invasion times.
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Mechanically intensive

spacer

bolt

Analog Models: Hele-Shaw
Place two glass or plexiglass

plates a small distance b apart.

Laminar flow in the interspace is a

homology to Darcy’s Law.

(De Wiest, 1965)

Analog: 

aquifer permeability k = b2/12, 

where b = Hele-Shaw interspace

Essentially horizontal flow 

Hele-Shaw model of an aquifer

Adjust time constant by using a viscous

liquid such as oil is between the plates

Cross-sectional Hele-Shaw model 

of coastal sea-water intrusion.

Also mimic storage in a horizontal model with

storage tubes penetrating the top plate

Jacob Bear, Technion

Hele-Shaw models used now for teaching & research; used to be used for applied

studies. See JLW MS thesis:  Collins, Gelhar & Wilson, Hele-Shaw model of Long Island

aquifer system,  J. Hydrau. Div., ASCE, 98(9), 1701-1714, 1972.

parabolic

velocity 
profile

mean

velocity

back plate

front plate

bInterspace 

x

hgb
umean

!

!
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µ
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10

Should we try

another

permeability?

764 bolts!

Forget it!
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Analog Model: Electrical
We’ve already discussed the homology

between Darcy’s Law and Ohm’s Law:

Head, h, is analogous to voltage, V

Hydraulic conductivity, K, is analogous to 1/resistance, 1/ "

Discharge, Q, is analogous to current, A

Storage, S, is related to capacitance, C

Two typical methods of application:

1) Teledos paper:

- Paper coated with conductive material of uniform characteristics

- Limited to 2D steady flow analogies

- Used only in teaching today (as in Hyd 503 lab)

2) Resistor-Capacitor (RC) networks

- Transient or steady flow analogies

- Previously used for applied studies (no longer used)

12

Analog Model: Electrical
Teledos paper:

Electro-sensitive paper coated with conductive material

     of uniform characteristic.

Works fine for solutions of Laplace’s equation.

Easy to apply, but:

• No capacitance, so storage can’t be modeled

• 2-D flow only (no third-dimension possible)

• Can only model isotropic materials

• Uniform properties: can’t model heterogeneities

• Difficult to handle complex boundary conditions
such as spatially variable head or flux

http://web.mit.edu/6.013_book/www/chapter7/7.6.html

Like the flow-net method

it’s a method aimed at Laplace’s Equation,

and has the same limitations.
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Analog Model: Electrical

Advantages:

• 2-D or 3-D

• Can represent heterogeneities

• Can simulate transient hydraulics

• More easily modified than sand tank

  or Hele-Shaw

Disadvantages

• Take up lots of space

• Large capital/labor costs

• Not as flexible/versatile as numerical

   simulation using a standard

   computer code

Typical network   (Freeze and Cherry, 1979)

#yM

Long Island, NY

Illinois, ISWS
See Bear, Dynamics of Fluids in Porous Media, 1972

Resistor-Capacitor (RC) networks:

14

Imagine you wanted to model the

Albuquerque Basin to study water supply

    http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2002/circ1222/      

Basin Water Table 1994-95

It’s a basin,

    Its 3D!

Complex

   geology.
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Imagine you wanted to model the

Albuquerque Basin to study water supply
Suppose we wanted to develop a model

groundwater in the Albuquerque Basin in

order to study the future of water supply.

How would we do this?

Analytical solutions are two simple and

generic. Even image well theory can’t

handle the heterogeneity & complex

geometry.

We’ll need something

that can handle

  - 3D, transient flow,

  - hetergeneous (+ anisotropic) conditions,

  - complex geology & BCs,

and is

  - easy to use,

  - relatively inexpensive, &

  - flexible.

APS
An RC network model would possibly work,

but it would be expensive, cumbersome 

and inflexible. (& anachronistic)

Flow nets, Hele-Shaw models and

Teledeltos paper are 2D, and this basin is

3D. They would have difficulty with and the

heterogeneity and complex boundary

conditions. Flow nets and Teledeltos paper

can’t handle the transients.

A numerical method

implemented using a standard

computer program (code) on a

readily available computer

platform …

Approach addressing these issues:

t

h
ShK
S

!

!
="#"to solve:                             in 3D
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!1

!2

!3

"
L(h) = f

h(t=t0)

Forward Model

!1

!2

!3

MODEL

Geometry and domain

Governing equation 

Boundary Conditions

Initial Condition

INPUTS

Discrete values of

Ss, K, f, h1, q2,

h3, !3 , & h0

OUTPUTS

Discrete values of

h & q
within domain, and

h on "2 & "3;

q on "1 & "3

Numerical Methods: solve for heads at a

discrete number of “node points”

Grid block and node

Block centered FDM
#z

#x
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Numerical Methods
We solve differential equations,

for given boundary conditions, forcings, and parameters,

on a discrete mesh or grid,

by using numerical approximations instead of analytical solutions.

Key Concept:

Replace an infinite number of unknowns h(x,y,z,t) in space-time

     with a finite number of unknowns hk,m , (k=1,nnodes, m=1,ntimes)

     at a limited number of points in space (n grid node points) and

     times (m simulation times).

Converts our partial differential equation to, at each time step m,

to a set of n simultaneous algebraic equations

solved simultaneously using matrix algebra methods
   by iteration, like Gauss-Seidel or Pre-conditioned Conjugate Gradient, or

   by direct (sparse) matrix solution, like LU decomposition or Cholesky,

on a digital computer.

18

Simple Example

h = 0 m

h = 100 m
Dirichlet boundaries

Neuman no-flow boundaries

Steady 2D flow in the cross-section

of a homogeneous, isotropic aquifer.

Recharge at the water table (location and head

specified) and discharge to a (tile) drain.

What is the head inside the domain

and the flux from & to both Dirichlet

boundaries?

We could solve this using:

   - Flow nets

   - Teledeltos paper

   - Hele-Shaw model

We’ll show how to solve this by

numerical methods.

This will introduce the

finite difference method (FDM),

the most common solution method

employed in groundwater

hydrology, e.g., in the code

MODFLOW.
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Finite Difference Method

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979)

Node centered: establish the nodes first, and then the blocks surround them.

Block centered: establish the blocks first and locate nodes at block centroids.

Does it make any difference? Yes! Mostly regarding BCs, non-unform grids, & heterogeneities

Modflow is block centered. The example here is node centered.

FDM can be block centered or node centered

Cartesian grid

Application of node-centered FDM.

Dashed lines represent blocks

Solid lines intersect at nodes

Dirichlet boundaries (nodes)

The rest are Neuman no-flow boundaries

In this example:

8 nodes with known heads

27 nodes with unknown heads
grid columns

grid 

rows

Example: 2D steady, x-sectional flow in a homogeneous, isotropic aquifer:

20

Finite Difference Method
Let’s say we want to find head, h, at node located at grid node i = 4, j = 3.

Renumber the nodes points, so that they have a single index, eg, k = 5.

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979)

For example, consider the following local index, 

So that node (4,3) becomes local node 5:

Flux between two nodes,

 Q15 = flux into 5 from 1

Then for steady flow:

Q15 + Q25 + Q35 + Q45 = 0

#x

#z
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For steady flow:

    Q15 + Q25 + Q35 + Q45 = Kb(h1-h5) + Kb(h2-h5) + Kb(h3-h5) + Kb(h4-h5) = 0

or,

Finite Difference Method

5 & 1 between  avg.; 15
51

1515 KK
z

hh
xbKQ =

!

"
!=

Let’s say we want to find head, h, at node located at i = 4, j = 3.

Renumber the nodes points, so that they have a single index, eg, k = 5.

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979)zx KhhKbQ !=!="= and s,homogeneou;)( 5115

*If 2D vertically integrated model replace z with y, and Kb with T.
b = thickness in y direction.

Flux between two nodes is given by Darcy’s Law*, 

h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 – 4(h5) = 0    ! h5= " (h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 ) 

hi,j= " (hi,j-1 + hi+1,j + hi,j+1 + hi-1,j ) 
i=1,7; j=1,5 in example;

modified along boundaries.

For the Laplacian: head at grid node i,j is simply the mean of the surrounding heads.

Return to the double i,j grid index:

Solve by iteration

22

Finite Difference Method
is based on the Taylor Series Approximation
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Central 2nd difference:

Average:

add & divide 

by two

1D example

Steady 1D Flow:

Forward to larger x

Backward to smaller x

i+1
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3 node block centered FDM, 1D, steady flow;

example of solution

Consider pumping from a finite width aquifer located next to a

lake. Use vertically integrated, essentially horizontal flow model.

Continuous Model, exact solution: 0 ! x ! L.

3

2

1

2

2

8)200(

9)100(

10)0( : thatSo

)(01.010
'

  :solution Analytical

0:

hmmxhh

hmmxhh

hmxhh

mxx
T

Q
hh

dx

hd
TODE

well

midway

lake

====

====

====

!=!=

=

Q’= 1 m2/d

x= 0m                          200 m

T  = 100 m2/d

Side view of domain

#x= 100 m

#y

Top view of grid

1                2                3

Heads at nodes 1,2,&3

24

#x= 100 m

#y

Top view of grid

1                2                3

Finite Difference Method
3 node, 1D, steady flow; example of direct solution
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(Con’t)
Finite Difference Model:
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Block 1: prescribed head, h1 =10m

Block 2: unknown head; flux balance: Block 3: unknown head; flux balance:

mmhhmhh

mhmh

mhh

mhh

811

990

1

102

2332
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Solving:

adding
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Example Finite Difference Grid

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979)

26

Discretizing in Space

!1

!2

!3

"
L(h) = f

h(t=t0)

!1

!2

!3

Grid block and node#z

#x

FDM methods and the finite element method (FEM) handle both uniform and 

non-uniform grids.

FEM, finite volume (FVM), and integrated finite difference (IFDM) methods 

handle irregular grids. 

The different methods have different ways of handling 

non-uniform or irregular grids, heterogeneity, & boundary conditions.

Fundamentally they have different ways of connecting node points.

#zj 

#xi

Block-centered FDM
uniform gridblocks

Node-centered FDM
non-uniform spacing

Triangular FEM
irregular mesh

Node point

Node point

    Element
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Numerical Modeling

NUMERICAL MODEL

Geometry and domain

Discretized equation 

Boundary Conditions

Initial Condition

INPUTS

Discrete values of

Ss, K, f, h1, q2,

h3, !3 , & h0

fpr the numerical model

OUTPUTS

Discrete space/time

values of h & q
within domain, and

h on "2 & "3;

q on "1 & "3

(Computer code)

28

Modeling Process

Conceptual Model, BCs, ICs

Information & Purpose 

Estimate properties

Past test?

          Prediction          

Yes

No

Revise

Conceptual Model**

Observations

diagnostics

Numerical Model Code

Code

Revise 

Parameters*

 * Historically called “model calibration”

** Historically called “model validation”

With these feedback loops you can see

the desirability of the versatility, an

important attribute of numerical methods.

and mathematical model
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Numerical Modeling

• Modes

– Parameter Estimation (the inverse problem)

• Given Model & BCs, ICs & observed heads or drawdowns

• Estimate properties & other parameters

– Diagnostics (model hypothesis testing)

• Given observed heads or drawdowns

• Test assumptions re Model Structure, BCs, ICs

– Prediction (the forward problem or application)

• Given Model & BCs, ICs and properties & other parameters

• Predict futures heads, drawdowns & velocities

• Perform ancillary calculations for fluxes, travel paths, travel

times, solute transport, etc.

Usually 

performed 

together

30

Numerical Methods
Advantages:

• Analytical & other solutions may be impossible to obtain for

  many situations

• Numerical methods can be used to easily represent

  heterogeneities, boundary complexities, and many other

  features

• Can be programmed into a computer program or code, which

  is then highly portable, versatile, and flexible

• Codes available from government & commercial firms
- often with convenient user interfaces

Disadvantages

• Discrete in time and space— no continuous solutions

• Answer is not exact

• Depending on problem & the matrix solution method

   may have to iterate to find solution

• The codes available to you may not handle your problem
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Available Codes
Standard groundwater codes 

with or without interfaces 

(shown: Visual Modflow)

See code library 

at IGWC:
Colo. School of Mines

Multiphysics codes,

like COMSOL Multiphysics,

that can do groundwater:

http://www.comsol.comhttp://typhoon.mines.edu/software/igwmcsoft/

32

Application of Numerical Models

Summary:

• Formulate a conceptual and mathematical model,

   with prior estimates of BCs, forcings, and parameters.

• Obtain appropriate code for your model.

• Set up the physical grid

• Set up input data

• Run forward model; obtain heads and specific discharges

• Perform ancillary calculations

- fluxes at Dirichlet boundaries,

- travel paths and travel times,

- solute transport advection and dispersion, etc

• Test model and adjust conceptualization/ parameters;

   then apply model.

- reserve some data to test conceptualization (“validation”)

- don’t use it all to estimate parameters (“calibration”)
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USGS Modflow model of Albuquerque Basin

Numerical Grid Numerical Grid Detail Simulated Water Level

Decline 1995-2020

    http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2002/circ1222/   

   

http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/FS-031-96/#HDR07

34

Groundwater Simulation

• Review

– Simulation Methods

– Computer Models

Visual Modflow


